
The Stelron RWB

The standard for accuracy in Assembly Chassis



RWB stands for Recirculating Walking Beam.

This palletized chassis is primarily targeted for assembly operations although other uses, such as packaging, are possible.

Cycle rates are from 15 to 100 indexes per minute. Specially designed, high speed chassis’ are available at speeds 

in excess of 160 indexes per minute.

The patented Stelron RWB base is a synchronous, linear, cam actuated assembly chassis.

The design of the RWB is unique in the marketplace. The product is either fixtured in or

attached to the pallet. The pallets are moved in a rectangular pattern around the table top

by synchronized cam actuated walking beams. This walking beam engages each pallet with

dowel pins and the pallets ride in tool steel guideways. The walking beam indexes the pallets

horizontally one pallet pitch. Before the walking beam dowel pins dis-engage, a mechanically

synchronized locking beam engages each pallet with two low clearance shot pins. This

design separates the moving and locking functions of the chassis and results in

superior long term accuracy in all 3 (x,y,z) directions.

The pallets are fabricated from self lubricating (impregnated 

with molybdenum) and resilient Delrin®. The calculated and actual

experienced wear factor is extremely low. In fact based upon manu-

facturer’s data, at a wear rate of approx. 55 x 10 to the minus 10th

power cubic inches per hour, a wear of .001 inches would occur over

100,000 or more hours of run time.

As mentioned before, the pallets can serve as nests or have fixtures

mounted to them. An entire set of pallets can easily be changed out 

in about 15 minutes. This allows rapid product change-overs and in-

expensive retooling for future products.

The chassis accuracy of +/- .0015 is available at all stations including

the ends but excluding all four corners. Users report long term accuracy

and repeatability to be very stable.They have not found it necessary to

re-locate stations as is the case on link, chain or band systems. These

other systems are subject to drift as the link pivots wear and the

individual link/pivot tolerances begin to accumulate. Also the same

chain or link system that indexes the load must also provide the final

accuracy whereas in the RWB the locking beams only function is to

provide shot pin accuracy.
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At Stelron, accuracy is our standard!

The indexing mass of the RWB chassis is very low due to the light weight Delrin® pallets. The

coefficient of friction of the pallets is very low at approximately .16 to .2. Each leg of the

chassis indexes 90 degrees out of phase from all the others, avoiding the “everything

at once” indexing of competing designs. The walking and locking beams, actuated by the

same cam and connected by a rocker arm, are balanced to each other. All of the above results in

high speed capability, minimal input power requirement / fluctuation and low wear.

The walking beams are driven by 

Stelron T-400 modified Translators which

incorporate oversized ball bearings and

cam followers thereby providing long life.

Typical RWB applications require the T-400

to exert 10 to 20 lbs per unit during the

index period. Whereas the T-400 has a

thrust rating in excess of 200 lbs. This

operation in the 5 to 10 percent range

explains the long life experienced by RWB

users. Standard index periods as low as 90

degrees (or less) are available due to the

large diameter cams employed in the T-400.

The Stelron Translator also provides

true modified sine cam motion directly

to the indexing mass. Competing chain,

link and band systems impart the index motion through linkages, levers or sprockets. These

indirect systems do not provide true “in line” modified sine motion.

The RWB offers considerable application flexibility. The pallets can be accessed from all

sides and from underneath at certain locations. An anvil can also be included under the

pallet to accommodate pressing operations. Pallet sizes are available from 4 through 8

inches. Pallet and table top thickness can also be varied. A wide range of table lengths

(up to thirty feet or longer) and widths are available since modules can be combined.

The flat table top and linear transfer design simplifies tooling layout. Ample space

between pallet tracks allows pick & place, tooling and other mechanisms to be mounted

inside the tracks. This improves operator and maintenance personnel access and allows

for more efficient use of a given size chassis.
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Timing Sequence

This illustration shows the timing sequence for a walking beam with 

a pick and place unit and a pair of grippers. The walking beam will

pick-up and index the product along a pair of rails. The index time 

will consume 150° of the cycle leaving 210° of dwell to perform the

desired operation with the pick and place device. In this case the 

pick and place will pick-up from a dead nest, during the index of 

the walking beam, and place into the product at the mid-point of the

walking beam return stroke. The grippers will be actuated precisely 

at the mid-point of the pick-up and de-actuated at the mid-point of

the placement or insertion into the product. Thus, synchronous timing

is easily achieved between the cam operated devices and the PLC by

means of an encoder which can be attached to the main drive shaft.
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Modified Sine Curve

The Modified Sine curve (below) has become the most widely used

profile as its characteristics tends to have the most benefit in

indexing heavy, pure inertia (minimal friction or work) loads.

Corner Overload

The chassis’ are supplied with a corner overload feature including a proximity sensor at each

corner. These proximity sensors must be wired into the e-stop circuit of the machines control

system to provide for immediate shut down in the event of an overload in one of the corners.

It’s purpose is to protect various parts of the machine from severe damage due to a jam

situation. This option is not and should not be considered an operator safety device.The

machine builder / user is obligated to provide proper protection in accordance with state and

local occupational safety regulations.

Walking Beam Cross Section

This is a cross section of the walking beam system, showing optional

anvils to accommodate pressing operations.
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Optional Sub Plate design offers versatility
for field modifications and/or maintenance 
as well as re-tooling for product change-over.
The Sub Plate and all components are easily
removed from the chassis with minimal dis-
assembly and can be re-tooled and timed on
a work bench.

The walking beams are indexed by
Stelron T-400 modified translators which
will provide the synchronous walking
beam transfer. These units incorporate
oversized ball bearings and cam followers
thereby providing long life and minimum
maintenance for the main transfer system.
Another advantage of the Stelron
translator is that it provides true modified
sine cam motion directly to the indexing
mass. Some systems impart their index
motion through linkages, levers or
sprockets. These indirect systems do not
provide true modified sine motion.

The nests or pucks are made of Delrin 
to provide excellent wear and low 
friction. Furthermore, all of the pucks 
can be changed and/or removed in
approximately 15 minutes versus many
hours for typical indexing chain systems.
This provides flexibility for future tooling
changes or family of parts change-over
requirements.

The Delrin nests are locked into position
on all four sides of the machine by an
integral locking beam. Since the puck is
made of Delrin, it is self lubricating and
resilient. This allows a low clearance fit
with the shot pins thereby providing the
close indexing accuracy. In contrast to
indexing chain systems which can wear
and stretch over time, this locking beam
system will maintain the non-cumulative
accuracy and low maintenance.

The RWB chassis re-circulates the
pucks around the top plate. This
provides access to four sides of an
assembly, and provides the machine
builder with increased space above
and below the table top for  their
individual requirements.

Optional Stelron cam operated
devices may be employed in
synchronous operation. Choose
from an extensive catalog of various
components to suit your needs.

Rugged construction for smooth,
sound operation is a trademark of
Stelron Components dependable
product line.

The RWB employs the Stelron
SBGR-3 drive package, which
features an integrated adjustable slip
clutch for added protection in the
event of an overload situation.
The main drive and Sub Plate are
also protected by separate single
position clutches. With proper
sensing of the clutches in an
overload condition the likelihood of
damage to tooling and other
auxiliary devices may be reduced to
an absolute minimum.

Stelron VIP units (optional).

Stelron T-400 Translator

Stelron SBGR-3 Motoreducer
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Sample Layout
Sample Layout Shown with Optional Tooling Sub-plates and Pick & Place Devices





RWBChassis Dimension Worksheet
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Standard Pallet Size

8”x8”❹

Dimensions

1 pc. Table

1 pc. Table

1 pc. Table

2 pc. Table

2 pc. Table

2 pc. Table

2 pc. Table

1 pc. Table

2 pc. Table

3 pc. Table

1 pc. Table

1 pc. Table 1 pc. Table 1 pc. Table 1 pc. Table

1 pc. Table1 pc. Table1 pc. Table

2 pc. Table 2 pc. Table 2 pc. Table 2 pc. Table

2 pc. Table2 pc. Table2 pc. Table

3 pc. Table 3 pc. Table 3 pc. Table 3 pc. Table

3 pc. Table3 pc. Table3 pc. Table

96.00

36.00

36.00

36.00

36.00

36.00

36.00

36.00

48.00

48.00

48.00

48.00

48.00

48.00

48.00

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

30.25 4.12 Specify 28”

30.25 4.12 Specify 28”

28”

28”

28”

28”

28”

28” to 36”

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

-Specify-

Must be
Consistent

With 
Pallet Size

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12 4.50

4.50

4.50

4.50

4.50

4.50

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.25

30.50

30.501.50

120.00

144.00

192.00

216.00

264.00

72.00

96.00

120.00

144.00

192.00

216.00

264.00

-Specify-

Must be
Consistent 

With 
Pallet Size

56” ,60” ,64”

56”, 60”, 64”

80”, 84”, 88”

104”, 108”, 112”

128”, 132”, 136”

176”, 180”, 184”

200”, 204”, 208”

248”, 252”, 256”

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

Specify

72.00

A B C D E❶❷❸ E❹ F G H J5”x5”❷ 6”x6”❸

3’x6’
3’x8’

3’x10’

3’x12’

3’x16’

3’x18’

3’x22’

4’x6’

4’x8’

4’x10’

4’x12’

4’x16’

4’x18’

4’x22’

4”x4”❶

Notes: 4”x4” ❶ , 5”x5”❷ , and 6”x6”❸ pallets are .625 thick Delrin®. 8”x8”❹ Pallet is 1.00 thick Delrin®
For special table sizes — consult Stelron Components.
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RWBStandard Chassis Configuration

Standard Pallet Sizes

How To Order

Standard Table Sizes

Single Table Configuration
36” and 48”Wide

Multiple Table Configuration
36”Wide

Multiple Table Configuration
48”Wide

3’
4’

6’
8’

10’
12’
16’
18’
22’

4”
5”
6”
8”

15
to

100

90°
105°
110°
120°
135°

CW
CCW

See RWB Chassis Dimension Worksheet
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RWB Chassis Bearing Life Calculations

10

Specifications:

Chassis Size      Width x Length =                  x                 

Rpm = Chassis Speed           Rpm =                 

Wp = Pallet Weight        Wp =                  lbs.
select pallet wt: (4” x 4” = .5 lbs.) (5” x 5” = .75 lbs.) (6” x 6” = 1.12 lbs.) (8” x 8” = 3.25 lbs.)

Wl  = Part & Fixture Weight         Wl =                  lbs. per pallet

µf   = Coefficient of Friction        µf =       .3        ( for Delrin® Pallet )

B = Index Period          B =                  Degrees

Dist = Stroke Distance           Dist  =                  (same as pallets size)

Np = No. of pallets = (J / Dist)        Np =                  ( per long side )
( See Chassis Dimension Worksheet for “J” dim )

Frictional Load on T-400 Translators ( due to pallets and payload )

Ff = Frictional Force  Ff = Np * (Wl + Wp) * µf =            lbs.

Thrust Forces on T-400 Translators ( from acceleration )

Mc = Motion Constant          Mc =   5.528   (Modified Sine motion)

T = Index time        T = B / ( 6 * Rpm ) =              seconds

Accel =                (Mc * Dist ) / ( T )2 =              inches/sec2

Accgrav =        Acceleration of Gravity =   385.9   inches/sec2

Lwb = W. Beam Length (approx.)  = J - (Dist * 2)   =            in.
( See Chassis Dimension Worksheet for “J” dim )

Wbm = W. Beam Wt. = 1.25 * 1.25 * Wbl * .095   =            lbs.

Wcb = Carriage Block & Y-axis assy. wt. = 15 lbs * 2 units =    30     lbs.

Wpl = Total pallet load on long side = Np * ( Wp + Wl) =            lbs.

Total transfer weight =  ( Wbm + Wcb + Wpl )  =            lbs.

Faccel = Acceleration Force

Faccel = Total transfer weight * ( Accel / Accgrav )  =            lbs.

Total load on T-400 Tandem Translators. ( seen by cam followers )

Ftotal = Ff + Faccel     =            lbs.

Additional engineering data

Peak Hp = Ftotal * Dist / T / 6600   =            Hp

Avg. Hp = Peak Hp * .6 (for Modified Sine motion) =            Hp.

Peak Cam Shaft Torque = Peak Hp * 63,025 / Rpm =            in.lbs.

Avg. Cam Shaft Torque = Peak CST * .6 (for modified sine) =            in.lbs.

( Chart from bearing manufacturer’s catalog )

Cam Shaft Bearing Life ( rating obtained from bearing mfr’s. catalog )

Double row angular contact ball bearing w/ 35 mm bore.

Lr ( Load rating ) @ 200 RPM & 1500 hours  =  4290  lbs.

Sf = Speed Factor Sf   = ( Rpm * .03 )0.3 =           

Note: The radial load is carried by (2) bearings per translator, but the thrust 

load is carried by only one bearing per translator.

Rl ( Radial load per unit )  = Cam Wt. + Shaft Wt. =            lbs.
select Rl by pallet: (4” x 4” = 68 lbs.) (5” x 5” = 82 lbs.) (6” x 6” = 95 lbs.) (8” x 8” = 129 lbs.)

Peak Thrust load per side ( same as Ftotal )  =            lbs.

The bearing that carries radial and thrust load is worst case scenario.

Pbl ( Peak bearing load )  = ( Rl / 2 ) + Ftotal  =            lbs.

Fl = Life Factor  = ( Lr * Ftd ) / ( Sf * Pbl ) =           

               ( See Fig. 1 ) Life  = _____ hrs.

If Life factor is greater than 4.9, life expectancy is greater than 100,000 hrs.

Cam Follower Bearing Life

( rating obtained from bearing mfr’s. catalog )

BDR = Bearing Dynamic Rating for 1.250 dia cam follower =   3930  lbs.

Ftd = Factor for tandem bearings   =    1.62 

Fshk = Factor for light to moderate shock  =    1.75 

Cd = Cam diameter ( Stelron T-400 )   =    7.25  in.

Fd = Follower diameter    =    1.25  in.

Nr = Cam Follower Speed

Nr = ((π * Cd) + (2 * Dist)) / (π * Fd) * Rpm  =            

Fs = Speed Factor   Fs = (Nr * .03)0.3   =           

Fl = Life Factor    Fl = (BDR * Ftd) / (Fs * Ftotal * Fshk) =           

            ( See Fig. 1 ) Life =            hrs.

If Life factor is greater than 4.9, life expectancy is greater than 100,000 hrs.

Fig. 1



The standard for accuracy in Assembly Chassis

RWB Features

■ Simple, time-proven mechanically synchronized transfer/locking mechanism uses the
STELRON T-400A TRANSLATOR for the prime movers.

■ Synchronous speeds up to 100 cycles per minute with index periods as low as 90 degrees
(or less) due to large diameter cams and low moving mass.

■ Best in its class accuracy of +/- .0015 inches at all stations (non-cumulative).

■ Minimal station “drift” over time due to the locking beam design.

■ Ample space both between and outboard of the pallet tracks for additional tooling, etc.

■ Pallets can serve as nests. Product changeover is inexpensive and quickly accomplished, 15
minutes in most cases, just by changing the pallets.

■ Modular design provides unparalleled flexibility in top plate lengths and widths as well as
pallet size (4 to 8 inch standard) and thickness.
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The Stelron RWB

"WB"

"LB"

( Section view )

"LB" "LB"

"WB"

INDEX

( Front view )

"WB"
"LB"

( Section view )

"WB"
"LB" "LB"

RETURN

( Front view )

Step 1 Walking Beam (WB) engages 
every pallet while the Locking Beam (LB)
retracts. These motions are mechanically 
synchronized and overlapped to assure 
control during the entire movement.

Step 4 Once the pallets are shot-pinned,
each is held in a dwell position for up to
270 degrees, thereby providing ample time
for synchronous processing (i.e., load/
unload, pressing, staking, sensing, etc.) at
all stations around the entire pallet array.

Step 3 After each index, the walking
beam retracts while the locking beam
raises to shot-pin each station providing
+/- .0015 accuracy at every station.

Step 2 Once engaged, the walking beam
indexes each pallet using pure (MODIFIED
SINE motion) by means of the STELRON
T-400-A TRANSLATOR. This rugged
drive will provide years of trouble-free
operation with minimal maintenance.

"WB""LB"
INDEX

INDEX

Engage Walking Beam

Stelron 
T-400A 
Translator 
and 
Patented 
Pallet 
Transfer

Index Engage Shot-Pin Dwell
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